Appendix F

Data Gaps
Summary of Noted Storm Sewer Data Gaps in Beach Boulevard Community
(November 23, 2021)

- Missing length: Length is not available for all pipes. Differences have been noted between the GIS measured pipe length and the database specified pipe length.

- Missing pipe size and length on pipes under the QEW at Bayside Avenue

- Various missing elevations, many of which cross the Q.E.W. or are located on the south-west side of the Q.E.W.

- Reversed slopes near north end cul-de-sac at Beach Boulevard
- Pipe placement inconsistencies at Pipe 55427 in 2021-01 data and 2021-05 data

- Grafton pump station has no outlet in the database. Outfall HZ03OF02 has no pipe connection.
• Abnormal conveyance profiles in addition to reversed slopes in various locations. One example is presented below.